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The stumbling resolution of the broader European financial anomalies 

will feed into increasing global financial stability, with slow recovery in the 

US making a significant contribution to this stability.

Australia, having avoided the worst of the impact of the global GFC, 

continues to struggle with the dichotomy that is a two-speed economy. 

Sentiment and confidence levels belie the underlying strength of the 

Australian economy. Why? There is no doubt that the absence of robust 

political leadership is a key contributor to this malaise.

The drubbing the Bligh government received at the recent Queensland 

election places the Federal Government in lame duck mode through to the 

next election.

What is this likely to mean for the Carbon Tax and its application from 

1st July this year? I will be most surprised if a coalition Government, if 

elected, abolishes the Carbon Tax and given that we need to move to a 

significantly lower carbon future and a pricing mechanism on carbon should 

be a component of a coherent energy policy. Another key component of 

this policy should include a realistic assessment of the contribution and 

cost effectiveness of renewable energy.

The most effective application of our extensive natural gas resources and 

the possibility of nuclear energy making a medium term contribution to the 

reduction of our carbon footprint should also be very much on the agenda.

In this edition of Lifecycle Paul King, CEO of the UK Green Building 

Council, ponders the proposition that Green Buildings should simply 

be referred to as ‘Good’ buildings. While ‘Green thinking’ is becoming 

embedded in the psyche of all involved with the built environment, I agree 

with Paul that there remains some distance to travel: we will need the 

‘Green Beacon’ until we can be satisfied that a high proportion of the built 

environment really is ”Good”.

I am delighted that Tony Arnel, immediate past Chairman of the World 

Green Building Council and current Green Building Council of Australia 

Chairman, has joined NDY as Global Director of Sustainability. Tony’s 

presence will further enhance NDY’s sustainability credentials and will provide 

our clients with access to a global network of sustainability thought leaders.

I trust you enjoy this edition of Lifecycle which in addition to a number of 

thought provoking articles features examples of NDY’s work around the globe.

A letter of introduction by Ian Hopkins

Welcome  
to Lifecycle
While the Greek financial tragedy appears to have 
been averted, the 50% of youth unemployed would, 
I am sure, feel that this is far from reality.

I am delighted that Tony Arnel, 
immediate past Chairman of  
the World Green Building 
Council and current Green 
Building Council of Australia 
Chairman, has joined NDY

Ian Hopkins 
CEO 
Norman Disney & Young
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Sustainable snapshots
News in Brief
Green Building  
Council Chairman joins  
Norman Disney & Young
NDY is pleased to confirm the appointment of Mr Tony 
Arnel to the position of Global Director of Sustainability.

In confirming the appointment, NDY CEO Ian Hopkins 

highlighted the importance that Mr Arnel’s sustainability credentials 

will bring to the NDY group.

“I am delighted to confirm that Tony Arnel has agreed to join 

NDY: his role as Global Director of Sustainability will provide a 

great boost to NDY’s well established sustainability offerings,” Mr 

Hopkins says. 

As well as being a founding Director and Chair of the Green 

Building Council of Australia, Tony is also the former Chair of the 

World Green Building Council. Most recently, Tony was also the 

Victorian Building and Plumbing Industry Commissioner. 

Over the past decade Tony has been a leader of the national 

and international sustainability debate, particularly in the Asia Pacific 

region, advocating sustainable building as a means of reducing 

greenhouse emissions without impacting economic growth.

Tony continues to play a key role in the transformation of the 

Australian property market to sustainable practices and is a board 

member of the Sustainable Melbourne Fund.

According to Mr Arnel, it’s the opportunity to work within a 

progressive consultancy that attracted him to this key position 

with NDY. 

“I’ve long admired NDY’s reputation for its engineering 

excellence, its breadth of talent and the company’s genuine 

commitment to sustainable solutions. I’m looking forward to 

being a part of the excitement around NDY’s growing global 

sustainability capabilities.”

NDY triumph at CIBSE Awards
NDY took out two categories at the prestigious 2012 Chartered 
Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Awards held at 
London’s historic Grosvenor House in February this year. 

NDY trumped the Commissioning Project of the Year category for the 

ecologically progressive Darling Quarter project in Sydney, Australia, and the 

Refurbishment Project Award category for the renowned Angel Building in London.

The Angel Building in London continues to attract industry accolades since 

its completion in September 2010. In its role as Building Services Engineer and 

BREEAM/EPC assessor, NDY provided a range of building services including 

mechanical, electrical, fire protection and strategy, lifts and public health. 

“The Angel Building has received significant attention since its completion with 

a number of awards and nominations,” says Allen Williamson, Director at NDY’s 

London office. “This CIBSE award is a validation to the client and design team of 

the transformation of this site to provide a functional and aesthetically remarkable 

building.”

The Darling Quarter project is a redevelopment of the 1.5 ha ex-Sega World site 

located at the southern end of Sydney’s Darling Harbour and consists of a low rise 

campus style commercial development with 58,000m² of commercial space and 

3000m² of ground floor retail space across two new eight storey buildings.

“The development achieved a 6 Star Green Star Office V2 Design Rating and 

5 Star NABERS rating. More recently Darling Quarter has been awarded 6 Star 

Green Star – Offices As Built version 3 rating, the highest Australian standard for 

environmental sustainability, and the first building to achieve this rating in Australia,” 

says NDY Construction Quality & Commissioning Manager Neil Caswell. 

“We especially acknowledge the leadership and vision shown by Lend Lease who 

recognised the importance of commissioning and engaged us for a comprehensive 

role far in excess of that required to fulfil their Green Star requirements.”
Read more about Darling Quarter on pages 13-15.
For further information about the awards, visit: www.cibseawards.org/

L-R: Danny Hall, NDY London Associate Director, together with Benjamin Lesser of 
Derwent London with the award for Angel Building, and Stas Brzeski, NDY London 
Director accepting the award for Darling Quarter project on behalf of NDY Sydney.
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Global Construction Survey 2012 
– The great global infrastructure 
opportunity 
According to the KPMG 2012 Global Construction Survey the last 3 years 
have been full of uncertainty for many in the engineering and construction 
industry. However, one constant is the insatiable demand for energy and 
infrastructure in all forms, which is causing a fundamental shift in focus 
for nearly all players in the sector. The ‘old’ imperatives of commercial, 
residential and industrial building projects have taken a second place in many 
geographies to energy, natural resources, transportation, communication 
and technology and other vital civil and social infrastructure projects.

Key findings

 � Power and energy offer the best opportunities for revenue, and particularly so in the 

Americas

 � 53 percent feel government policies will fail to have a positive influence on 

infrastructure investment

 � 59 percent of respondents say procurement and supply chain offers the greatest 

opportunity to improve efficiency

 � Cost reduction remains on the agenda for most organisations

 � 50 percent say that IT transformation is too costly and takes too long

 � 46 percent of respondents say less than 25 percent of projects exceed their original 

bid margin

 � There is optimism over future prospects, despite economic uncertainty

 � 49 percent forecast an increase in backlog over the next 12 months

 � 75 percent believe margins on new bids will be equal to or more than existing backlog.
To download a PDF copy of the report visit: http://tinyurl.com/86vmp6g

NDY Brisbane shines for forty years
Celebrating forty years since launching a presence on the Queensland 
market, the NDY Brisbane office continues to deliver engineering 
excellence to the sunshine state.

NDY Brisbane has been involved in landmark projects such as the Gabba, Brisbane 

Convention & Exhibition Centre, Royal Brisbane & Women’s Hospital, Riparian Plaza, Lang 

Park, Gold Tower and more recently Metricon Stadium and 275 George Street.

NDY Brisbane has also been at the forefront of sustainability and energy efficient design 

since inception and the creation of an environmental specialist discipline has enhanced our 

ability to deliver energy efficiency in design on both new and existing developments. 

This knowledge and expertise in sustainability issues has been evident in the NDY 

Brisbane working environments. From its Raff Street premises, which achieved a 5 Star 

NABERS Energy & Water Rating, through to the tenancy fitout of its new premises at 120 

Edward Street which is aiming to achieve a 5 Star Green Star rating.

NDY Brisbane officially celebrated its forty year milestone with a cocktail party at the 

spectacular Brisbane riverfront centre, The Strand, on 14 March 2012 where past and 

present employees mingled with clients and industry leaders.

Contributing to a 
green education
Recently awarded the first ever certified Green 
Star Education design rating for a high school 
in the ACT, Harrison Secondary School in 
Canberra’s north may be the “greenest” high 
school in the country. NDY’s design services 
team, with guidance from NDY Sustainability 
Consultants Peta Earley and Matt Fitzgerald, 
enabled the $51m development to achieve an 
“Australian Excellence” rating of 5 Stars.

Sustainable services design features include:

 � an advanced energy and water monitoring system 

coupled with an intranet based learning tool for  

the students;

 � innovative passive thermal chimney ventilation 

throughout the complex;

 � advanced heating and ventilation controls which 

regulate space temperature by sensing room 

occupancy and air quality;

 � solar hot water preheat installations with efficient  

gas boosting;

 � energy efficient lighting and controls, and

 � rainwater collection for landscape irrigation  

and toilet flushing.

Allowance has also been made for the school install on-

site solar electricity as part of the ACT government’s plan to 

achieve a carbon-neutral education system by 2017. The 

efficient design means the school is predicted to consume 

over 40% less electricity than a typical school without the 

green initiatives.

Sustainable architectural features include:

 � a range of eco-friendly construction materials and 

furniture, with recycled content, low ozone depletion 

potential, and low VOC and formaldehyde emissions;

 � dedicated waste storage facilities designed with input 

from a specialist waste consultant, and

 � secure cyclist facilities for students and staff.

Existing bushland, which forms a breeding ground 

for the Superb Parrot, has been retained in the school’s 

landscaping design.

Up to 800 students are accommodated by the facility, 

which opened on the 7th of February this year.
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Britomart East 1 & 2 foyer
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Nestled in the previously derelict Britomart area of Auckland, the Britomart 

East development is effectively three buildings in one. Designed by Johnson Pilton 

Walker (Sydney) and Peddle Thorp Architects (Auckland), the project reflects the 

unique scale and rare concentration of heritage buildings of the Britomart precinct 

and frames the adjacent former Auckland Chief Post Office.

However, designing a project covering 37,000m2 of floor space and incorporating 

over 35,000 tonnes of steel and 11,000 tonnes of concrete, has its own unique 

challenges: challenges which are multiplied when it’s sited directly above a working 

underground rail station.

Notwithstanding the structural issues, constructing a building with efficient 

energy use and sustainable features, and acquiring a Green Star rating in the process, 

were central design elements of the original scheme. NDY was commissioned as 

the services consultant for both the base building and the commercial office tenants 

providing full design of mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, lift, fire and acoustic base 

building services. 

NDY’s mechanical designs and ESD guidance were key to achieving a 5 Star 

Green Star rating. NDY associate and mechanical engineer Anita Milne was the 

Green Star Accredited Professional and project coordinator from the end of base 

building design through to completion.

“I was responsible for providing sustainability advice throughout the project, and 

assisting the design team in understanding credit requirements and documentation 

requirements, along with receiving, reviewing and compiling the submissions to 

NZGBC for each building,” says Milne.

“Each of the three buildings has achieved a 5 Star Green Star certified rating 

from the NZGBC; a significant accolade considering the designs for East 1 and 

East 2 pre-dated the launch of the first Green Star rating tool in New Zealand. We 

achieved, at the time, the most points in a round 1 submission along with positive 

feedback from the assessors on the clarity of the submission.”

One of these sustainability initiatives is the rainwater harvesting in East 2 

used for toilet flushing and irrigation of the green walls in the atrium. Covering an 

approximate area of 130m2 the green walls integrate soft landscaping into the 

building fabric providing a place for the natural environment to make a dramatic 

statement within the atrium space.

Structural innovations include an inflated cushion atrium roof made from EFTE 

– a transparent polymer material developed for the space industry – and three 

sky-bridges across Galway Street connecting through to the earlier Charter House 

project. The skybridges contribute to the transparency of the buildings emphasizing 

the exposed lightness and ease of journey between the buildings.

Concrete columns with six suspended post-tensioned concrete floors work in 

unison to create the largest post-tensioned structure in New Zealand.

The inflatable ETFE roof connects the East 1 and East 2 buildings and covers 

the central walkway, flooding the atrium with natural light. As part of the services 

design, NDY also provided thermal and daylight modelling to optimise the services 

Don’t let the planted vertical gardens fool you. Behind 
the soft green foliage encasing the atrium walls lies a 
building with some serious engineering credentials. Built 
above a busy Auckland rail station – without the means of 
conventional foundations – Britomart East is a marriage of 
form and function.

A Green Star building 
on rubber footings
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and facade design and assess energy consumption, 

thermal comfort and natural lighting levels.

“Early thermal modelling to determine HVAC loads 

influenced glazing specification, particularly for Britomart 

East 3 which was upgraded from grey single glazing to grey 

double glazing,” says Milne. “Thermal comfort modelling 

validated the designs and energy modelling influenced 

chiller selection and fan motor specification.”

Yet without the support of traditional foundations, the 

project raised some unique challenges. When the station 

was constructed between 2000-2003 it was anticipated 

that a building would one day be constructed above, so 

structural elements including support columns were built 

into the station. East Buildings sit on these elements with 

no physical connection to them.

This however raised a separate set of unique 

challenges. Rail movements in the tunnel below had the 

potential to produce unacceptably high noise levels for 

building occupants. NDY was commissioned to find a 

solution that would reduce such vibration across all floors 

of all three buildings. After reviewing several options, NDY 

recommended the best solution was to vibro-acoustically 

isolate the buildings. 

According to NDY acoustic specialist Tim Beresford, 

the solution for this scenario was to isolate the building with 

specifically manufactured rubber pads.

“We prepared a detailed ‘vibration map’ of the site 

to identify hot spots,” says Beresford. “Holes were then 

excavated through the car park asphalt topping, located 

above the rail tunnel, to expose the tunnel ‘lid’ onto which 

the East Buildings’ foundations would sit.”

Subsequent installation of the final pads and 

measurement evaluations, reveal that on-floor noise levels 

resulting from rail movements are well below the project 

threshold throughout the East Buildings. They are the 

first buildings of this size in Auckland to be isolated in this 

fashion. 

The East Buildings sit comfortably and in agreement 

with their surroundings without being visually intrusive. They 

embrace their surroundings rather than dominate: hallmarks 

of thoughtful and sustainable design.

Key collaborative team  /   client & developer Cooper and Company 

architects Johnson Pilton Walker (Sydney) with Peddle Thorp Architects(Auckland) 

services and ESD Norman Disney & Young 

builder Hawkins 

planning consultant Barker & Associates 

structural engineer Holmes Consulting Group 

surveyor Harrison Grierson 

quantity surveyor WT Partnership

Services provided by NDY  /   ESD/Green Star Accredited Professional 

Mechanical 

Electrical 

Hydraulic 

Vertical Transportation 

Fire  

Acoustics 

Independent Commissioning Agent
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Britomart East 1 & 2Plant room

Britomart internal view
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So does that mean 
we should drop the 
‘green’ and become 
the ‘Good Building 
Council’ then?

Green
Paul King,  
CEO  
UK Green  
Building Council 
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When the UK Green Building Council was launched almost 5 years ago, ‘green’ 
wasn’t particularly in vogue. I joined from a career in the ‘green movement’ that had 
spent a good deal of time and effort over a decade or more broadening its remit to 
‘sustainable development’, encompassing social and economic considerations as 
much as environmental ones. 

  It seems odd then that three years into a recession, with no clear sight of the light at the end of the tunnel, and with 

a government so focused on austerity and reducing the deficit above all else, everything appears to have gone green. 

For starters, David Cameron said this coalition would be “the greenest government ever”. It has called its flagship ‘pay as 

you save’ home refurb policy ‘the Green Deal’. It established a pan-government and industry ‘Green Economy Council’, 

and drafted a ‘Green Economy Roadmap’. In responding to the Low Carbon Construction IGT, it set up a new ‘Green 

Construction Board’. Has the UK gone green, against all odds? Surely I should be celebrating.  

But on a sobering January morning, when a glance out of the window makes you wonder if there really is something in 

those predictions that the end of the world is nigh, I wonder what this word ‘green’ really means. Because applying the label 

‘green’ to a host of government-led initiatives just seems to highlight the fact that their and many other peoples’ priorities 

are simply elsewhere – namely the sorry state of our economy and certain aspects of our “broken” society.

  Over the years I’ve stood on many platforms and said that ‘green’ shouldn’t mean something other than a part of 

what we mean by good quality, in just the same way that we now think about safety. About 15 years ago, Alan Knight, who 

was then head of sustainability at B&Q said to me something along the following lines: “if a customer walks into one of our 

stores and buys an electric drill, they assume it will be safe to use, that we will have made sure of that. But they don’t think 

the same way about whether it has been produced using responsibly sourced materials, in a sustainable and ethical way.”

Good buildings, founded on good planning, good design, good engineering and construction, using good products 

and materials, provide people with good places to live and work. A good built environment enables communities to thrive. 

A sustainable built environment is one that does good – for people, society and the environment. Everyone wants a good 

home, a good place to work, and to live in a good community.  

Let’s face it, people who can afford to are prepared to pay good money for a good quality product – a new car, a new 

kitchen – and they don’t obsess over the pay-back period, because they perceive the benefits that go way beyond the up-

front price. They are interested in a good quality of life and they are prepared to work hard to get it.  

So, wouldn’t it be great if the Great British public perceived the Green Deal simply as a Good Deal – one that would 

improve their comfort at home, future-proof their energy bills, and generally represent a good investment in their single 

biggest asset?  

We continue to talk about whether we can prove ‘the business case’ for, or a value premium for green buildings. But 

let’s face it, if a building offers people a more comfortable living or working environment, with good levels of day-lighting, 

natural ventilation, healthy materials – in other words, if it feels good - and is well situated with easy access to good 

transport, why wouldn’t we pay a bit more, use it more, stay in it longer, be more productive in it, and feel good about it?   

And remind me, when was the last time one of your customers asked you for an unsustainable, or bad building, and 

said they weren’t prepared to pay a penny more?  

So does that mean we should drop the ‘green’ and become the ‘Good Building Council’ then? Well maybe that’s a bit 

premature, because the truth is that we can’t yet take it for granted that ‘green’ will be built in as a matter of course. We 

still need to draw attention to it, we still need to write it into contracts or it tends to get ‘value engineered’ out. As Jonathon 

Porritt emphasised in his typically eloquent way at the launch of our London 2012 Lessons Learned series, yes, these 

Games will be “least unsustainable” so far, but if we are honest, would we have delivered, if the ambitious sustainability 

requirements hadn’t been spelled out in legally binding contracts from day one?  

So as we launch into 2012, which will see the ‘greenest Games ever’, a new Green Construction Board getting into its 

stride, and hopefully a world-leading Green Deal to begin the transformation of our leaky homes, it should certainly be our 

aim to embed all the elements of green into our fundamental notion of a good building – as much as we assume it will not 

fall down on our heads; nothing more, nothing less.

This article was originally published at www.ukgbc.org/opinion

for Good
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Security and 
Sustainability:  
a natural co-existence
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Safety, security and sustainability: 
elements rarely uttered in the same 
sentence. Yet the success of this 
state of the art custody and high 
security facility illustrates how it is 
possible to achieve these three 
imperatives on the one project.

The Greater Manchester Police divisional headquarters is located at the 

Central Park Development in East Manchester, a brown field site with good 

transport links to the city centre. Beyond the façade, this facility is no ordinary 

building. Across a total floor area exceeding 10,000m2 this facility essentially 

consists of three separate buildings – sharing common walls – which have 

the appearance of a single structure. Thanks to the unique nature of the Park 

management strucuture, Ask:Goodman who own, develop and manage the 

park, are able to work closely with their customers, such as GMP, to deliver 

sustainable and bespoke buildings.

NDY were engaged to carry out the detailed design of the facility which 

included mechanical, electrical, public health and specialist acoustics advice. 

However it was NDY’s work as BREEAM consultants that tested the bounds of 

working on such a unique building.

Because of the secure and resilient nature of the building, the design 

options available to the team were limited in the ability to achieve some of the 

BREEAM requirements in certain areas. 

“Whilst the design standards of traditional custody suites are well 

documented, the ‘High Secure’ element meant that this facility was the first of 

its type designed and constructed in the UK,” says NDY Manchester Manager 

Tim Spies. “This posed a number of challenges given we had little in the way 

of previous examples on which to base our designs. To assist the process we 

visited numerous facilities which included standard custody and higher security 

areas which helped to inform our design.”

The impressive façade of the GMP Divisional Headquarters
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Key collaborative team  /   developer Ask:Goodman 

architect Aedas 

building services, acoustics and BREEAM Norman Disney & Young 

principal contractor Carillion 

M&E contractor SES 

project manager CRE8 Management

Services provided by NDY  /    Mechanical 

Electrical  

Public Health  

Sustainability  

BREEAM assessment 

Acoustics 

Spies was involved with the design and management of all NDY services 

throughout the project from inception to completion and was focused on 

providing innovative solutions as each unique challenge arose.

“There were very specific acoustic requirements which necessitated the 

complete isolation of services to each holding cell,” he says. “There was also 

a requirement to ensure the facility could operate for at least 48 hours without 

mains power or water, whilst ensuring all maintainable M&E equipment was 

located outside of the high security custody suite.”

Whilst there were specific requirements for the essential mechanical and 

electrical services, it was NDY’s work on the Sustainability and BREEAM 

services which heavily influenced the sustainability credentials of the building. 

“One of the first tasks we undertook was an Energy Strategy for the 

facility,” says Spies. “This assessment identified a number of low and zero 

carbon technologies which, in conjunction with an efficient building design, 

would significantly improve the energy performance of the building. We 

proposed the use of geothermal heat recovery (boreholes), micro-CHP and 

a PVarray to provide in excess of 10% of the buildings energy requirements. 

This not only enhanced the buildings BREEAM rating but also reduced carbon 

emissions and energy costs for the end user.”

Throughout the design and construction phases NDY identified areas 

where improvements could be made by the team to reduce the buildings 

impact on the environment. This included advice in relation to the provision 

of bicycle storage to encourage green transport, water saving measures 

such as rainwater recycling and PIR controlled and low flow fittings, daylight 

controlled lighting systems and ecological features which encourage local 

wildlife to prosper.

Providing a robust and resilient building was the key imperative for the 

client but according to Spies, a highly sustainable low carbon building was 

also a top level consideration for the client.

“A highly sustainable building was a key project driver for both 

Ask:Goodman and the end user GMP. The development targeted a 20% 

reduction in carbon emissions (CO2) against Part L 2006. The scheme has 

achieved a significant improvement on this with an overall reduction in the 

order of 30% against Part L 2006. 

“We undertook thermal modelling of the development in accordance with 

the Part L using the TAS software. We used this model to develop our Energy 

Strategy and inform our LZC recommendations. These were subsequently 

included within the design.”

The GMP Divisional Headquarters is not a typical correctional or justice 

facility. The building respects and enhances its surroundings from every 

direction, and in particular from the tram platform where the building tiers up 

in height forming an exciting composition of forms. The building provides the 

disparate functions of being both open and secure at the same time with great 

success, and addresses the public and private aspects of the scheme 

Spies says the building has delivered, in many respects, over and above 

the original brief requirements and expectations of Greater Manchester 

Police. “It sets the benchmark for a sustainable, low carbon, highly secure 

and resilient police facility. In collaboration with the project team, we have 

managed to provide a building that meets all of our client’s requirements.”

Above and top: Despite the high security of the building, the 
design incorporates an open plan with plenty of natural light.
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no longer a 
catch phrase 

Commissioning 
Management:

Sydney office dwellers have welcomed to the CBD an 
ecologically progressive development, Commonwealth 
Bank Place at Darling Quarter. The world-class office 
buildings are leaving a mark on the global landscape and 
paving the way in the Australian construction industry 
for more vigorous commissioning practices, ultimately 
enabling more sustainable and robust asset outcomes. 

continues 

Commonwealth Bank Place at Darling Quarter
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In February this year Norman Disney & Young (NDY) won the Commissioning 

Project of the Year category at the renowned 2012 Chartered Institution of 

Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Awards in London for the commissioning 

management services it delivered on this project. This lofty accolade reflects 

NDY’s leadership in commissioning management and commitment to 

teamwork, and Lend Lease’s sustainability ideals for Darling Quarter.

Lend Lease’s Senior Services Manager commented that “the services 

delivered by Neil Caswell and his team provided us with assurance that  

Darling Quarter has been comprehensively tested and commissioned to  

enable the project to realise its sustainability targets for the short and long  

term future.” 

“Their depth of knowledge and experience of the commissioning process 

meant we received effective and comprehensive outcomes. 

“They are to be congratulated for winning the acclaimed CIBSE Award, 

recognising their expertise and leadership in commissioning management.”

According to CIBSE, the awards “recognise, reward and celebrate the best 

performance, innovation and practice in design, commissioning, construction, 

installation and operation of sustainable buildings and the manufacturers whose 

technologies enable energy efficiency. 

“The awards focus on actual, measured performance, not design intent 

or performance specifications. Judged by a panel of distinguished industry 

leaders, winners of the awards know that their work is best in class.”

NDY CEO Ian Hopkins says NDY is honoured and delighted to have been 

recognised at such an esteemed, global awards event, against other high-

quality entries.

“The leadership shown by our team represents NDY’s commitment to 

engineering excellence and achieving first-class sustainability outcomes for our 

clients,” says Hopkins.

Darling Quarter is a redevelopment of the 1.5 ha ex-Sega World site located 

at the southern end of Darling Harbour, between Harbour Street and the Western 

Distributor Freeway, overlooking Tumbalong Park. The project consists of a low 

rise campus style commercial development, known as Commonwealth Bank 

Place, with 58,000m² of commercial space and 3,000m² of Ground Floor retail 

space across two new eight storey buildings. In addition there is a children's 

theatre, a new park and playground area, and four levels of basement parking.

The development achieved a 6 Star Green Star Office v2 Design rating and 

is targeting a 5 Star NABERS rating. More recently Commonwealth Bank Place 

has received a 6 Star Green Star – Office As Built v3 rating, the first building to 

achieve this significant industry milestone. A 6 Star Green Star As Built rating 

recognises world-class innovation and is considered to be the most challenging 

rating to achieve. The project incorporates a number of sustainability initiatives, 

including rain water harvesting, on-site recycled water treatment, on-site 

trigeneration system, carbon emission reduction through energy efficient 

design, recycled construction waste, and a high performance facade designed 

to maximise natural light and minimise heat gain.

Neil Caswell, who now heads up NDY’s new specialist commissioning 

company Engineering Commissioning Services, led NDY’s team working on 

the project.

Caswell says the development is helping to change the way we look at 

commissioning management in Australia.

“Darling Quarter is one of only a few examples in Australia where 

technologies, including sustainability-focused innovations, have come together 

effectively,” says Caswell.

“Many buildings don’t realise the full and ecological benefits that correctly 

tested and verified systems can unearth. This is the key focus that effective 

commissioning management brings to a project.

“We especially acknowledge the leadership and vision shown by Lend 

Lease who recognised the importance of commissioning and engaged us for 

a comprehensive role far in excess of that required to fulfil their Green Star 

requirements.”

NDY’s responsibilities for the project included the development of a 

commissioning plan, review of design and contract documentation to provide 

input into the planning, inspection and witnessing, and reporting of the building 

services commissioning process. 
Commonwealth Bank Place at Darling Quarter atrium
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Key collaborative team  /   client  
Lend Lease  

architect  
Francis-Jones Morehen Thorp (fjmt)  

mechanical services design  
Arup 

electrical services design  
Aurecon 

fire protection & hydraulic services design  
Warren Smith & Partners 

vertical transportation design  
Aurecon 

fire engineering  
Defire 

project manager & builder  
Lend Lease 

structural engineer 
Arup

Services provided by NDY  /    Commissioning Management including the  
Independent Commissioning Agent (ICA) role

Photography: John Gollings

The NDY team also introduced the commissioning strategies and 

standards, and delivered the review of work shop drawings and contractor 

documentation, including commissioning manuals; method statements and 

commissioning programmes; the development of specific Integrated Systems 

Testing (IST) procedures; and the creation of the Building Users Guide (Green 

Star); final commissioning report, and involvement in the ongoing 12 month fine 

tuning process.

During the project NDY’s scope was expanded to include overseeing the 

commissioning of critical services provided for a major tenant. Within this role 

NDY managed and documented the testing and commissioning of the critical 

service infrastructure, including standby power generation, uninterruptible 

power supplies and automatic power switching, along with critical cooling 

equipment. The commissioning exercise included both performance testing 

and the robust testing of equipment redundancy. NDY were also engaged 

as the integrated fitout’s Independent Commissioning Agent (ICA) to provide 

compliance with targeted credit under Green Star Office Interiors v1.1 rating.

“The Darling Quarter project sets a benchmark for other office developments 

with regards to practical sustainability initiatives being tested and delivered,” 

says Caswell.

“We see specialist commissioning management as a key growth market 

with the role being much more significant as sustainable initiatives and building 

systems become increasingly complex.”

Engineering Commissioning Services

NDY recognised that specialised commissioning management skills 

and knowledge are essential in delivering today's buildings and facilities, 

and to realise the potential of energy saving initiatives. After the completion 

of the Darling Quarter project, NDY established a specialist company called 

Engineering Commissioning Services who are dedicated to delivering the much 

needed focus and expertise in this role. Engineering Commissioning Services 

is an independent commissioning management enterprise established by the 

NDY group and headed up by Neil Caswell.
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Greening the 
Building Industry 

Climate Change is the most critical environmental issue we face, and 

one of the greatest societal challenges of our time. So it’s worth asking: 

how is Australia performing on the global stage? Here in Australia we are 

per head the worst Green House Gas offenders in the developed world. 

Each of us is responsible for emitting about 19 tonnes of CO2 per year. 

Australia’s per capita CO2 emissions are 2.2 times worse than the UK, 2.4 

times worse than NZ, 3.1 times worse than France and 3.6 times worse 

than China.1

According to the Garnaut review2, Australia faces serious adverse 

impacts associated with climate change: worse droughts, floods, more 

frequent and severe storms, and the threat of sea level rise impacting our 

coasts where most of our population lives. 

However, viable and effective technologies and solutions are available 

to reduce CO2 emissions in the built environment, right now, at a low cost, 

while delivering energy savings that pay back the original investment. 

Many building energy efficiency measures have a rate of return better than 

investment in property or shares. 

The Stern Review3, the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change4 

(IPCC), and McKinsey & Company5 have all demonstrated that the building 

sector holds many of the most cost effective climate change mitigation 

opportunities. Simply put, if you have some money to spend reducing your 

CO2 emissions, investing it in improving the energy efficiency of your home 

or office provides better bang for buck than other options.

An industry consensus is emerging around the most cost effective path 

to reducing CO2 emissions in buildings, based around the following hierarchy:

 � Passive design

 � Efficient services

 � Building integrated low carbon technologies & renewables.

Such measures need to be seen as routine basic building blocks that 

are considered as part of every project.

Passive design including: improving the performance of the building 

shell with better insulation, shading, air tightness, and high-performance 

windows (including double skin facades); better use of natural daylight; use 

of exposed internal thermal mass (such as concrete slabs) for night cooling 

or ‘earth ducts’ to temper incoming fresh air; and use of light coloured ‘cool 

roofs’ which reflect heat, reducing the urban heat island effect.

More efficient services, meaning: improved efficiency of building heating 

and cooling services; chilled beams for efficient distribution; variable speed 

drives on air handling units, fans, pumps and other motors; more efficient 

electric lighting technology, such as high efficiency fluorescents and LEDs, 

with better controls, such as photocells to detect daylight and dim lights 

when they’re not required, and presence detectors in circulation spaces 

(toilets, corridors) to ensure lights aren’t left on when they’re not required; 

more efficient electrical appliances and IT and communications equipment, 

such as blade servers and cloud computing; and better sub-metering and 

advanced controls and Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) with 

online reporting.

Building integrated renewables, such as: solar thermal, photovoltaics, 

ground-, water-, and air-source heat pumps and low carbon systems 

including trigeneration and district cooling networks. 

Sustainability is no longer a new concept; it’s an integral part of business as usual 
in the built environment and with good reason. Through applying existing, mature 
technologies, the building sector holds the most cost effective opportunities for 
CO2 emissions reductions, as well as delivering substantial cost savings.

By Chris Nunn, NDY Sustainability leader
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As energy prices rise, new regulations come into effect (such as 

the Australian Government’s Carbon Pricing Mechanism) and existing 

regulations tighten (such as the National Construction Code Section J), 

the market will preference low carbon buildings because they command 

better sales figures, rents and tenancy rates, while “gas guzzling” inefficient 

buildings will become increasingly less desirable, or even redundant. 

Property owners need to identify the worst performers in their portfolio and 

either divest or upgrade these properties before they start to get expensive, 

and become increasingly hard to sell or rent out. 

At NDY, we understand that we have the technology to design and build 

low carbon buildings, and improve energy efficiency in existing buildings 

right now. It need not be expensive, with many key technologies having 

attractive paybacks (less than 3 years). The payoffs include job creation 

in the rapidly growing sustainability sector; more comfortable buildings 

and more livable cities; healthier indoor environments; increased energy 

independence; reduced risk of exposure to the regulatory and physical 

impacts of climate change which may include lower insurance premiums; 

and reduced electricity, fuel and water bills. 

As Australians, with the highest CO2 emissions per head in the 

developed world, we have much room for improvement. We need a sense 

of urgency about responding to climate change. Those of us working in the 

built environment have a great opportunity to make a meaningful difference 

at relatively low cost. Together, we can work toward making low energy 

green buildings routine, and sustainability 'business as usual'.

Country Annual CO2 emissions per head (tonnes) 6

Australia 19

United States 17

United Kingdom 8.5

New Zealand 7.8

France 6.1

China 5.3

About the author

Chris Nunn has 10 years experience specialising in sustainability and 

energy consultancy. Key areas of expertise include the development of 

sustainability strategies, integrated sustainable building design advice, 

carbon footprinting, options appraisal and prioritisation, the application of 

green building rating tools such as Green Star, BREEAM and LEED, and 

the implementation and operation of ISO14001 compliant Environmental 

Management Systems.

1  United Nations Statistics Division: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/environment/air_co2_emissions.htm;  
and the World Resources Institute (WRI) Earth Trends Environmental Information Portal.

2 The Garnaut Climate Change Review, 2008, updated 2011.
3 Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, 2006
4 Fourth Assessment Report, 2007
5 Marginal Abatement Cost Curve, McKinsey Quarterly 2007
6  United Nations Stats division: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/environment/air_co2_emissions.htm;  

and the World Resources Institute (WRI) Earth Trends Environmental Information Portal.

Initiatives such as chilled beams, high efficiency fluorescent lighting and better  
use of natural light, significantly improve a building's energy performance
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Back to the future

Key collaborative team  /   facilities manager and owners’ representative Jones Lang LaSalle 

building services Norman Disney & Young 

project manager John Outhwaite & Associates 

builder Built

Services provided by NDY  /    Mechanical 

Electrical  

ESD

Clockwise from left: The main façade overlooking 
Adelaide Street; the highly efficient lighting at work; open 
plan and access to natural lighting and external views.
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These were key drivers in the retrofit of 215 Adelaide Street Brisbane. 

Originally opened in 1984, the building is located in the heart of the Brisbane CBD 

and comprises approximately 30,000m2 of commercial office and retail space. The 

building footprint includes 29 levels of commercial office, retail and food courts on the 

ground level and three levels of underground car parking. 

NDY has had an involvement with 215 Adelaide Street since the early 1990’s, 

providing specialist services for control upgrade projects, chiller refrigerant conversions, 

food court redevelopments and tenancy reviews.

In 2008 NDY was commissioned to undertake a NABERS energy assessment 

to determine the building energy usage.  As part of this assessment a road map of 

potential upgrade options was developed to allow a scope and cost to be determined 

for upgrading the building to achieve a 4.5 Star NABERS Energy.  

Following this initial report “NDY prepared detailed energy modelling to confirm the 

required upgrade scope for the building to achieve a 4.5 Star NABERS,” says NDY 

Director Andrew Gentner. “Tender documentation was then prepared for the agreed 

refurbishment scope with construction being completed in 2010.

“NDY also prepared a detailed report on potential Green Star upgrade options using 

Green Star Office Design as no existing building tool currently exist,” he says. This is one 

of the reasons why NDY are currently sponsoring the development of the Green Star 

performance tool.

In 2010 the building underwent a comprehensive $5.4 million building services 

upgrade. The primary objective of the upgrade was to improve the building’s NABERS 

Energy Base building rating from 2.5 to 4.5 Stars whilst modernising key services 

elements including the chilled water system and light fittings. 

Key components of the upgrade package included: three replacement chillers; 

new cooling towers; Building Management System (BMS); and installation of a smart 

metering system. The existing twin tube light fittings were replaced with new, single tube 

highly efficient T8 fluorescent tubes in “like for like” locations delivering a 60% energy 

saving while maintaining required lighting levels.

After a year of planning, six months of upgrading and a further year of fine tuning, a 

4.5 Star NABERS Energy Rating was achieved at the end of 2011. 

“The NABERS rating was very important to the client,” Gentner says. “There was a 

requirement from government tenants and large private tenants to ensure their leased 

accommodation met a minimum 4.5 Star NABERS energy rating. Without this rating, long 

term tenancy arrangements, and building capital value, would have been compromised.” 

The upgrade works were carried out at a time that the building was almost 100% 

occupied and was managed with minimal impact on tenants.  

According to David Field of Jones Lang LaSalle, “this is an exceptional result for a 

27 year old building particularly considering the rating does not involve the purchase of 

green power and also considering the assessment period covered the January 2011 

floods and the subsequent clean up.”

NDY has extensive knowledge in improving the sustainability credentials of an existing 

building. NDY Environmental Manager Connan Brown notes that “existing buildings 

account for a majority of building stock and as such offer a huge potential for energy 

savings due to the large disparities between their current environmental performance 

when compared to new building stock.

“This provides both operational savings and capital value improvement for the 

building and is more attractive to potential tenants.”

With the continual increase in operational costs of modern 
buildings, tenant demand for ‘Green Buildings’ is growing. 
Along with the introduction of Commercial Building Disclosure 
legislation, the requirement for all commercial buildings to 
display their NABERS energy rating, the case for building 
upgrades to achieve greater energy efficiency is strong.

Related NDY projects in Brisbane  /   69 Ann Street 

40 Creek Street 

41 Raff Street 

100 Creek Street 

324 Queen Street 

201 Charlotte Street

1980’s building achieves modern building rating
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This former Green Building Council staffer has left her 
mark on a number of continents, and she’s not done yet. 

2011 was a watershed year for Molly Hicks. “After spending almost two years 

travelling, studying, and volunteering from Mongolia to Hobart (funded by a little part 

time consulting) I decided it was time to get a haircut and a real job,” she says.  “The 

position of senior sustainability consultant with NDY came along at an opportune 

time for me and I was able to relocate to the NDY Perth office.” 

Molly’s route to NDY was somewhat unconventional via volunteering work in 

Latin America and South East Asia and prior to this, work at the Green Building 

Council of Australia (GBCA).

“I started off working with the GBCA coordinating the assessment of buildings 

through the Green Star rating system. I then moved to work on the development 

and revision of Green Star rating tools for the office, education and healthcare 

sectors. I really enjoyed this part of my time with the GBCA because I had the 

opportunity to work with an amazing group of highly skilled volunteers who helped 

create a range of Green Star rating tools.

"Since leaving the GBCA in 2008 I have kept working as a consultant on Green 

Star as a Certified Assessor and teaching courses on Green Star around Australia.”

Molly’s passion for sustainability is evident in her volunteering and career 

choices, a direction she attributes to her unique childhood experiences. “I was lucky 

enough to grow up on national parks postings around Australia, including Christmas 

Island, Norfolk Island and the Northern Territory. Moving around Australia during 

my childhood and experiencing breathtaking national parks has lead me to the 

appreciation and respect I have today for nature and ecotravel.”

Much of Molly’s recent travels have revolved around volunteering in a number 

of developing countries.  

“I always feel happiest when I am contributing in some way, shape or form to the 

environment or my local community,” she says. “Volunteering is a great way to pass 

on some of my experience but more importantly, to learn a lot about new people 

and places. So far I have been lucky enough to work on a community development 

project in Ecuador and completed two stints of elephant conservation volunteering 

with Elefant Asia in Laos. Elefant Asia is a great not-for-profit that works on domestic 

elephant conservation in Laos helping the elephants and their handlers’ transition 

from logging work to ethical ecotourism activities. On my first trip I spent a week 

cleaning elephant bones to go into a museum and then spent three wonderful days 

the following year helping out at the national Elephant Festival.

How Green Star 
opened up a world 
of possibilities 
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“I also undertook some volunteer work in Cambodia building schools, 

and teaching English in Indonesia, and wanted to follow this up with 

volunteer work in an area where I knew I could facilitate real change. When 

I got to Vietnam I got in touch with Yannick Millet, CEO of the Vietnam 

Green Building Council (VGBC), to see if they needed any assistance given 

my experience at the GBCA.

“Initially I spent three weeks in Hanoi developing an education strategy 

for the VGBC’s LOTUS rating tool (equivalent of Green Star for Vietnam) 

and enjoyed it so much I changed my plans to return there for two months 

later in the year to develop their LOTUS Accredited Professional training 

course. What I enjoyed about the experience was the enthusiasm in the 

VGBC office, and seeing how this was reflected in quite massive changes 

in the industry in the short time I was living and working there.”

Today, Molly works as part of the ESD team in the NDY Perth office on a 

range of projects that look at ways of creating more sustainable outcomes 

in the built environment. 

“I love the fact that I’m contributing towards a more sustainable future.  

I started my career working in threatened species conservation and have 

now ended up in the built environment. I find this fulfilling as I believe that 

sustainable cities are an integral component for conserving our biodiversity,” 

she says.

“I would like to see ESD focus more on building sustainable urban 

areas that are diverse with a real sense of community and have local access 

to everything you need, including an abundance of local parks, community 

gardens, bike pathways and public transport. 

"In October 2010 as part of a personal carbon footprint reduction 

challenge I sold my car. I plan to now be car-free for at least six months and 

whilst it’s proving more difficult in Perth than in my old city of Brisbane, it’s 

something I feel compelled to do.” 

One suspects that it’s this determination and unwavering passion for 

sustainability that will see Molly continue to make a difference in the built, 

natural and social environments.
Images: Molly volunteering at Elefant Asia.
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